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About This Game

There are some things that kids just shouldn't have to put up with. Being transported to some weird dimension full of goblins,
dwarves, swamplings, stupid wizards and sleeping giants is definitely one of them.

After escaping a "welcoming party", Simon discovers that he has been brought on a quest to rescue the wizard Calypso from the
evil sorcerer Sordid.

In the last 25 years, the 'Simon the Sorcerer' game series has made millions of players fall in love with Simon.
Now you can relive the renowned original adventure in a whole new way!

'Simon The Sorcerer: 25th Anniversary Edition' features:

- Totally new, much praised, game play controls that were built from the ground up
* Hotspot based - no more pixel hunting!

* All-new slick icons and animations.
* Quick actions using right-click.

- Completely new game menus and save/load system + Saves cloud syncing

- Four Music options: New stereo recording and the Original music in MT-32, General MIDI or AdLib

- High-end graphics upscaling (xBRZ filter) for high-resolution displays
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- Optional retro settings: play with original graphics, original music and even the original controls

- Multiple languages (ALL included without additional payment):
English voice acting, with the option for adding subtitles in English, Spanish, French, Italian, Russian and Hebrew

German voice acting or subtitles-only

- Extras included: Soundtrack (FLAC) + Original Manual + Art Book + Legacy Editions as FREE downloadable content
(DLCs) for Windows, macOS and Linux (Multiple languages).

- GREAT PURCHASE! The best and most affordable way to experience this timeless classic

PROBLEM SAVING ? You can also try and save manually by doing the action 'Use' on 'Postcard' in your inventory.
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Title: Simon the Sorcerer: 25th Anniversary Edition
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
MojoTouch, Adventure Soft
Publisher:
MojoTouch
Release Date: 3 Apr, 2018
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English,French,Italian,German,Russian,Swedish
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I really tried to give this game a chance, the controls are clunky as all hell, the graphics range from passable to garbage, the
gameplay is clunky and it's near impossible to take down enemies with all the jank. The enemies run strait towards you in an
awkward fassion, all the technical issues make the game near impossible even on the easy setting. If you want a good game like
this check out Hypercharge Unboxed or The Mean Greens, both of those games are around the same price as this and are
Infinitely better. The Mean Greens is multiplayer combat, Hypercharge Unboxed is wave based co-op\/singleplayer. I wanted to
like this game but it's just too flawed and there are better free game out there than this, If you want a free game similar and
better than this google World Of Padman. It's a free, open source, bot supported multiplayer game. All of the games I listed
have you play as a toy like this game.. good game :)!!!. This game has an absolute bare minimum amount of content to be
considered a game but I still can't help but enjoy it. It'd be great to be able to block or even spar but I have a feeling this isn't one
of those games that ever gets updated.. This is great game for anyone want a ton of Archievement instantly. this is game is pretty
fun!. Recommendation - Not so much (After about 5 + hours)

I love Space Sims so I try a new one every now and again. This is not Freespace2, Freelancer, Wing Commander or the Alpha of
Star Citizen. This is a mission to mission game where a single failure and you cannot move on.

Pros
1. Easy to play

Cons
1. On the rail format for story - (You pass or fail a mission but cannot move on if you fail)
2. No customization for ships.
3. No choice for load out.
4. Cardboard props for characters.
5. No interest in re-play.
6. Voice acting... Meh.

So why should you play. Well to be honest if you need to blow stuff up without caring of story or characters than this can get
you by.. Really great design and game atmosphere! The music also fits nicely and I like how the windows turn red when enemies
are close. It's hard to describe really. I also like that you can set the random seed for the levels manually.
The game is lacking depth in the long run but its absolutely fine when you get it on sale!
Would be nice to see this concept taken further into a full game.
What got me raging a bit was the item picking mode. Sometimes it picks the wrong item, even if you are really careful. That
cost me a bunch of lives.. Love this game, simply a HD version of Asteroids!
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Just like what it says: Getin, get out, get paid.. whats the points of this stupid game, i dont see any excitement to it

thumbs down, Not Recommended. This was a very nice add on!. Short and sweet!
Also good settings for a visual novel type of game.

Also Steam didnt register my minutes when internet broke.. i really love this nice game and i never tired from playing
this is my love and can be your love too
+nice gameplay
+nice heroes
+nice level design
+nice puzzles
+nice achievement
+nice secrets
+nice enemies
and finally nice ♥♥♥♥ing ending (lol)
100% recommended
11/10
need money for part 2
plz donate me (lmao)
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